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Two·, students at NSU allegedly charged with sexual
assa.ult
"It's horrible to think that it happened here."
by Myriam Georges
_gmyriam@nova.edu
At an early morning party on Saturday,
September 14, a woman was sexually
assaulted by three men in a dorm room at the
Goodwin Sr. Residence Hall; two of the men
were students at NSU, according to police
reports.
Davie Police arrested 18 year old Kevin
Gaston and two brothers, Michael Portalatin,
23 and Marcos Portalatin, 18, after they were
identified by the victim. All three were charged
with sexual battery. The eldest l?rother was
:-.. Myri~"' 8.ori:~ll<oigti -, also charged with driving under the influence,
A visitor to the undergradu-~t( ·dor~ 11s s~xually - - ~aiiure to obey a st-~p sign, and failing.to drive
assualted at a party by three men; '.~
which are ma smgle lane after he left the scene of the
students at NSU.
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RosenthitlCafl!teria gets a makeover

:·- ' ; -.. . . ~it,,.' -_- '. ' --. -

incident after refusing to
speak to police.
- Female Freshman at NSU.
The victim, a visitor to
the dorms, told police that
she was drinking in a dorm room and became
All three were taken into custody
intoxicated. Michael and one of the 18 year Saturday morning. Both brothers bonded out
olds coerced her to leave the room and enter at the end of the day, while Gaston was
·illlother nearby on the same floor.
released on bond Sunday.
According to the police report, she was
Sexual assault is a violation of the
forced to have sexual intercourse and perform conduct standards set forth by Student Aforal sex with both. She tried to pull away in fairs . An internal investigation was conducted
each instance and told them to stop several by Student Affairs and has been completed.
times without success.
Disciplinary action has been taken against
The door to the room was blocked by the the two Nova students. However, the police
second 18 year old during the assault,
investigation is still ongoing, according to
preventing the victim's friends from entering the state prosecutor.
the room. When the friends did enter they
Novalert could not be reached for
urged her to press charges against the men, comment.
according to police reports.

Preventing, Handling Sexual Assualts

-

by Myriam Georges
gmyriam@nova.edu

~ 7··~--

by Je~si~aJ i~~pj)~::~
jirani@nov.a~eau , - . >··-: .,,_£: ,-_ -~- ·, ,__
·__ · · ·~- _-~ -.;,lf,·~~~~~~~::r~:;:.;}f~?

R~hrrning s~ d~nts m~t K~tiJ~ ~ t
big changesiatN0w.flus year. jJne-ch~gein
particular is the newly remodeled dining area
at the Rosenthal Student Center. The cafeteria has had a fresh makeover, complete with
new eating areas and food choices. According to the new Food Services Director, Phil •
Sparrow, food stations are ever more popular.
The newly added Pangeo's Pasta Kitchen,
which prepares pastas dishes on order, has
been a great hit with the Students and faculty. ·
With this new design comes a new
pay-on-entry dining policy. For those without a meal plan, it now costs a flat $4.50 for
breakfast, $5 .40 for lunch, and $6.25 for din- _ner. Because ofthi~_ppli_e.y fha.nge; there have ; .
been some rep~rted ·,:'omplaints'. the Food \ :,
Services Department at Nova. Many students'' :·-'.:,f,i_,,./, c
seem to be displeased with the {ru;( t~~ey:i/ :T'.he : e~ :~a feteria en vironme nt. Very dark
are unable to buy items from th~ cafeteria: a~-laand mysterious, as th is picture shows.
carte. For these students, it is important to
remember that there art:.m_any other !ocatiou.s
on campus where they ·can purchase .light .
snacks. The Connections Cafe 1ocated irr ·
Nova's new ma-in library, the Supreme Court
How de you feel ebout the cllan9es
Cafe located in Nova's Law Center, and the
· mede to flte Rosenthal Cafetaria?
HPD building Snack Bar, all offe.r items such
as coffee and muffins priced indivicl_ual!y. It's dtfferent I ~ it beceuae it's s nice
According to Sparr()w,}• y stu~
setting,
1/)1.;it 1-don't like that I just can't
dents with meal plans s¢em tb);>e tmaware
go in and grab something to eat. A lot
that they are able to use, their, meal plans to purchase food atllie ab'ov:e:men~ioried locaof peop1e commtlte and dGn't beAefit
tions as well the cafotetla::Jf11seclto buy breakfrom hsllih(;t a meal plan.
fast, $3.25 is tliedoliai:.eqttlvalerftyliinit. For
-Stiainlk Louis
lunch and dinner the amount is $5 .65. Please
note that if you use your card towards a purIt ruii1s the ucial setting ef tne Un!versly. tt used to be
chase at the cafes/snack bars, the same meal
the cemter of wh&re &tttde.nt$ ri:ou!d m.eet am:J
carmot be used twice.
o,gal'liaatlorlS eoullit hold events. But Aow yeu have to
For more information, visit http://
,avtogeHR
www.nova.edu/cwis/bsv/aramark/.

to

-Heather Cummtngs. Maria l'emelilS,
Naney lim1argl8$

Rape is any sex forced upon someone·without consent. According to statistics
reported by Public Safety, in the past four
years there have been three reports of sexual
assault at NSU. The report made last month
made it four in five yearn. The National College Women Victimizatj~n Study reported that
- in a year, nearly 5% of eeilege women are victims of rape and 9 in 10 victims of rape and
sexual assaults knew their offender.
Sexual assault can happen to anyone at anytime. But having complete awareness and understanding of the dangers inherent in a potential sexual assault situatio~and
preventative measures that can be taken will
enable you to handle the situation if it is to
arise.
The first step is to identify and assess situations in which you could be assaulted. Date rape often occurs but is the
least reported. Experts say that often times
rapes occur when sexual signals are misunderstood. One way of preventing miscomm uni cation is to speak with your partner about
sexual feelings and boundaries. Doing so rm;y
keep a sexual situation form becoming 01Jt of
control.
Sexual assault can happen anywhere,
but the largest number of incidents are either
in the home of the victim or the home of the
offender. But it is important to be aware of all
potentially dangerous areas and situations
such as remote parking lots, hitchhiking, stairwells, deserted buildings, and beaches at
night. You should take precaution in unfamiliar situations, walking where there are people
See "Sexual Assault" page 20
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Why I Came to Love, then Hate, the

NSU Card

by Jason Fraser
Editor in Chief
jfraser@nova.edu

Editor-In-Chief
Jason Fraser

Ah yes, the ubiquitous NSU card, that magic piece ofplastic in everyone's pocket that was supposed to solve all our problems. Now before I start, let me say that I was slightly bias.ed against
the card in the first place. Anytime someone wants to track when I
copy something, buy a Coke, or go back and forth to the campus, I
am instantly against it. The arguments that the card would be easier
than cash seemed stupid; instead ofputting the cash into a copier, I now
had to put the cash into some other machine and transfer it onto my
card, then put my card into the copier. All I can say for Nova is thank
¥
·~
God for
the parking garage. Everything was forgotten when I saw that beautiful,
four story, parking
megalith, complete with plenty of spaces that wiped away the memories of
those long walks (or a 20 minute wait
for a shuttle) from Mailman to get to most classes. Now I must admit I was still a little concerned about my privacy, but the
sheer convenience of not having to arrive so early to make up for the distance you had to park from your classes displaced
my fears. At least until now. I didn't sign up for any summer classes, but there was still the newspaper to nm, so I still showed
up every week to work. The first week after winter classes were over, I pulled up to the familiar yellow gate, put my card up
to the sensor, and it beeped. I waited. Hmm, nothing happened, so I put it up again. Again it sat there and gave that shrill little
beep. Still nothing! Once again, I showed it my card, and it sat there with its little unblinking red eye taunting me. By now, I'm
getting impatient and I decide to push that info button. Well, at least Public Safety was helpful, telling me it was a simple
operation of going down to the card office and getting my NSU card reactivated. Of course I went down there and asked
them to reactivate it. Seems they can't do that, as I'm not registered. I told them I was working here over the summer and had
every intention of coming back for the next semester; it's not as i{I have some diabolical master plan in mind, I just want to
park my car. Still no good as they are "currently working on a system th~t would allow for what you want." I ask how long
this system will take to be implemented.'"Probably won't be till next semester," the supposedly 'helpful' staff stated. Seeing
as I would be registered next semester, I guess my problem was solved, as I wouldn't need the new system. At least that is
what the person at the card office told me. Thanks, Buddy. I visualized myself doing a million destructive things at that
moment, but I finally decided to write this column and let out the 'Big Brother' feelings I had before they take over my mind.
Now after being up for 40 hours, hallucinations ofNSU implanting their new ''NSU chip" under my skin next semester and
visualizations ofthe new ''NSU Thought Police" are racing through my head, and I need some sleep. Let me just leave you
with this: DOWN WITH BIG BROTHER. (At least until he fixes my damn card and lets me park, after that I don't care.)
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The Knight serves Nova Southeastern University's Center for U ndergraduate Studies from its location in the Parker
Building.

The Knight is NSU's established ve-

Care to contact this new conspiracy theorist? Are you part of the secret 'Nova 9' (which Jason is now convinced is
involved with alien abductions)? Any questions or comments can be directed to jfraser@nova.edu or
nsunews@nova.edu. We ask for a full name and a telephone number.at which you can be reached, even ifyour letter
is to be vublished under 'anonvmous '.

hicle for the transmission of student reporting, opinion, and arts. All community members are invited to contribute
anything they desire to The Knight.

. The Knight is readily available at

Scholars.hlps for Ca:m!pus l.ea,ders
Students from colleges throughout Florida wmvie for nearly $eo,ooo in
scholarships and prizes in the prestigious 16th annual Florida CoUege
·student of tne YearAw
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DISCLAIMER: Editorials, commentaries,
• and advertisements in this publication
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SurtTrust, ,anct Office Depot Winn~rs, wm be featured in a W show en
S'amshime Netw@rk.
AppUoatloms must oe postmarkecf by Feb. t, 200S.. Studerds oon't have to
~e n()minated by tFieir ootlege to win! Download app,Jfoations at
www.florltiafeader.com/sotyi or send a self-acidressedi 9/i x 1,2" envelope
with $1 postaie f(() Florida College Student of lhe Year Awatd, do Florida
Leader magazine, P.O. Box 14081, Gait,1esvi/le, FL 3266M-e081.
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several sites around the main campus.
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do not express the views of the University or its officials, The Knight staff, or
other advertisers. Editorials, commentaries, and advertisements reflect only the

'

opinion of the authors. The Knight will
not publish unsigned letters except in
special circumstances, at the editor's discretion. The Knight reserves the right
to edit.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Knight Newspaper,

l . /PJ

I don't want to sound like a complainer, but
last week I parked in the parking garage, and
when exiting the elevator, I found that the rainfall was much worse than expected. My two
friends and I stood, pondering our next move.
No, unfortunately we did not pack our family
sized umbrella for four. We were left there thinking, "Do we wait for the rain to die down? Do
we just make a swim for it? Even better, do we
get back in our dry cars and forget about
class?" The solution would have been much
clearer if only the overhead shelter hadn't
abruptly stopped from the Parker building to
the parking garage.
As a concerned student at Nova, is there anyway we can solve this inconvenience? Please
advise me if you think submitting a proposal
will perhaps speed up the completion of the
overhead walkway.
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Change For The Better

DearLSD,
Perhaps answering the questions formed by
a psychotropic drug is not appropriate, but
we will attempt to here. Apparently you are
not alone in your puzzlement, many other students andfaculty are dumbfounded as to why
NSU did not complete the walkway. We here
at The Knight investigated*, and we think
we found the answer. We've decided to explain it with a short comic so that all can
understand.
Perhaps a petition or a proposal would do
the trick, although I suspect Novas response
would be to give everyone umbrellas instead.
Your best bet would be to go talk to the SGA.
They have meetings Sunday nights at 8:30pm
in the student union; or, you could try to catch
one of their members around campus.

In my opinion, I think that Nova Southeastern
University's newspaper needs to make student
affairs a higher priority. Club activities and
other events taking place on the.NSU campus
are important to advertise, but The Knight also
needs to focus on more detailed aspects of
Student Life.
The first area I will cover is the subject of book sales. The newspaper should make
it easier for prior students of a class to sell
their books to newcomers. One way to achieve
this would be to let those prior students post
ads for their books in the newspaper. Secondly,
I would find it helpful for the newspaper to
post the assignments that are due before the
term begins, and the administration could mail
it out to the registered students. I do believe it
is on the Nova website, but some may find it
confusing to locate. Lastly, the only jobs mentioned on the paper are the ones dealing with
the newspaper. I feel that you need to post ads
concerning other jobs offered at NSU. This
change would greatly help unemployed students.
.
Thank you for the opportunity to allow me to voice my opinion, and I hope you
take all points into consideration. Overall, the
NSU newspaper is doing an excellent job.
I would also like to include as a freshman at
NSU, I surely gathered a lot of the information
that I needed to know from the Knight Newspaper I received at orientation.
- Diana Rakine

*Note: the term ' investigated' may refer to
"had a really strange dream and drew a comic
about it really late at night."
Dear Knight Newspaper,
One of my classes this semester is a
mass media class where there are many different cultures represented in the students in it.
We've been talking about news, and how we
really are not in tune with the rest of the world
when it comes to their affairs. We've discussed
that this may be a reason why we're not very
liked by some countries around the
world .. .because we're ignorant to their problems and culture. I'm suggesting a column
about news around the world in some issues
of the Knight. What do you think?

M.A.

Dear M.A.,
Look for the column in an upcoming issue.
Please contact 'us if you wo.u ld be will,ng to
write the column, otherwise we will put a staff
member on it.
., &•lo*'!S$',:a:!;•\k~ r · ' H F f : : i , : J I I ~ ~
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Signed,
Longing to Stay Dry
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The Knight Responds:
Thank you for all your suggestions. We have
started working on a system for selling used
textbooks that is -economical for students to
advertise through. We might start looking
into posting the upcoming first class assignments, although as you mentioned it is already available.on the NSU website as well
as
~ulletin bof!rdsjn the Parker',.b~ilding.
We will also look into .yhether or .not other
departments here on campus are interested
in advertising job openings in The Knight.

Invest twelve
weeks and :
.i

I

get a lifeti1ne
of retl1r11s.
The Jadcsol1 Hewitt~: 12-week lncorne Tax Cou~.
It's easy. lt'5 smart. And it's tuition--fr~e· .
The Jackson Hewitt 12 ~week Income Tax Course.
There 1s a huge potential clientele out the,·~Which could add up to f!xtra money for you
working as a tax preparer. Cali 1-800-234~1040
or log on to www.i.1cksonh•witU:om,
M-,kt! more mon@y.md mdke more of yolff>e<tt
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http://www.nowa.edu/cwis/st udentaffairs/career /

Jump on board Career Track NSU!
This year our staff is full of opportunities
and advice to get you moving in the right direction.
Career Assessments
Job Search Assistance

Career Consulting

Full-time, Part-time, Internships and Co-ops

Access National and
L)cal ~?1? .P<?.~ ~~
Career Services Open House

Graduate School
Information

Tuesday, September 24th - 10:00 am - 7:00 pm·
4th Floor - Room 4036
Library, Research, and Information Technology Center

I
I

Cover Letter Samples
Thank You Letters
Human Services Job Fair

Resume Critique

Wednesday,

o ctober 23rd

2:00 - 6:00 pm
Maltz Buildinq - Room 2057

Contact Career Services to get more information about our
services or to schedule an appointment at
954-262-7201 or by e-mail us careeI@nova.edu
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FIU's Colleges of Business Administration and Engineering Announce the Howard
J. Leonhardt New Venture Challenge
Business Plan Competition Sponsored by Leonhardt and the National Science Foundation Encourages Entrepreneurship Among Floridian
and International Students
by FIU College of Business
Administration
MIAMI, Fla. - (Sept. 5, 2002) Florida International University's College of
Business Administration (CBA) and the College of Engineering have partnered to launch
the Howard J. Leonhardt New Venture Challenge: An International Business Plan Competition. This joint venture highlights the importance of combining technological innovation with the business acumen required to
bring that innovation to market.
The Howard J. Leonhardt New Venture Challenge evolved from the CBA's NetBiz Challenge Business Plan Competition,
which was launched in 2000 and grew out of
the College's long tradition of sponsoring an
annual business plan competition to support
its _educational emphasis on entrepreneurship.
"Nurturing innovative ideas and entrepreneurship in our students is critical to
accomplishing our educational mission," said
CBA Executive Dean Joyce J. Elam. "The
College's business plan competition has
gained significant support and, through our
new partnership with the College ofEngineering, we're hoping to encourage the formation
of interdisciplinary student teams comprised
of engineering, computer science and business students-with each bringing their own
areas of expertise to the venture and learning
from each other in°the process."
The New Venture Challenge is named
for and made possible by a generous contribution from Howard J. Leonhardt, founder,
chairman and CEO ofBioheart, a company focused on the discovery, development, and
commercialization of cellular-based products
for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases.
An inventor as well as an entrepreneur,
Leonhardt has seven issued U.S. patents in
the cardiovascular sciences and other patents
pending worldwide.

"Mr. Leonhardt is recognized for his
vision, entrepreneurial drive, and business expertise." Elam said. "It's exactly these qualities we look for among students participating
in the Challenge - therefore, we felt his involvement was a perfect fit."
Additionally, this year's Challenge is
supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) as part of its Partnerships for Innovation Program. Through this
program, NSF seeks to stimulate and capitalize
on innovation by catalyzing partnerships
among colleges and universities, state and local governments, the private sector and other
relevant organizations.
"We're working with the NSF
through its Partnerships for Innovation Program and are striving to increase the technology enterprise in the U.S. by helping universities transfer their focus on technology to the
marketplace," said Richard Schoephoerster,
professor and director of the Biomedical Engineering Institute at FIU's College of Engineering. "FIU is expanding its biomedical programs
significantly, which is exciting to us as South
Florida has the potential to be a leader in the
biotech industry."
Applications for the Challenge, which
is open to all full and part-time students (upper-division undergraduate and graduate) enrolled (2002-03 academic year) in an accredited
four-year college or university in the state of
Florida, the Caribbean or Latin America, are
now being accepted. Each team, which may
have from one to five members, must have a
faculty sponsor/advisor and also may elect to
enlist the help of a coach from the business
community. The business plan must be for an
original seed, start-up venture and address the
complete business concept, including its implementation.
The completed application form must
be received in the Challenge office no later

FLORIDA INT.'El~ATION,t\L UNJVEJtSrt"Y

than Nov. 22, 2002. All business plans and
submission forms are due by Jan. 24, 2003.
Up to five semi-finalist teams will be selected
to give oral presentations of their plans to a
panel ofjudges on March 28, 2003.
To date, the CBA has awarded more
than $47,000 to winning student teams from
participants hailing from throughout Florida
and Latin America. Winning student teams
have represented FIU, the University of Miami, Barry University and the University of
Central Florida.
For more information about the New
Venture Challenge, or to sign up to be a sponsor or request a Challenge information and
application kit, call (305) 348-4227 or visit the
College's website at www.fiu.edu/-nvc.
Florida International University's
College of Business Administration (CBA),
South Florida's business education leader with
unique expertise in international business and
informat~on technology (IT), is the second
largest ofFIU's professional schools, emolling approximately 3,800 undergraduate and
more than 900 graduate students each year. It
also is South Florida's top-rated business research school and one of only 424 business

schools in the world accredited by the AACSB
International-The Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business. The College's
Alvah H. Chapman, Jr., Graduate School of
Business offers the 81h· largest part-time MBA
program among this group, and its IT faculty
has been ranked among the top 20 (11 th) in the
U.S. in terms ofresearch productivity. Its Executive MBA and full-time International MBA
programs were ranked at or near the top in
recent
Executive MBA Council andAACSB International benchmarking studies respectively. U.S.
News and World Report (October 15, 2001)
ranked its Global Executive MBA program
among the top 25 best online MBA programs.
The September 13, 2001, issue ofAmerica
Economia, a premier Pan-regional business
journal published by Dow Jones, listed the
CBA among the top 50 business schools from
around the world for Latin American business
students. Hispanic Business (March 2002)
ranked the CBA among the top five business
schools for Hispanics. It also is one of only 28
business schools to have received a
Department of Education grant to establish
and support an international business .center.
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Duck® brand Duct Tape Adds Some Rock
to the Roll During ~usic Contest
Rock About the Roll Contest Searches for Original Duct
Tape Lyrics for $2,500 Prize
by Associated Collegiate Press
. CLEVELAND, Sept.
27, 2002- Straight
from the Rock
and Roll capital
of the world,
Henkel
Consumer
Adhesives, Inc.
announces
their first
annual Duck®
brand Duct Tape
Rock About the
Roll Contest. I<:ntrants have the chance of
winning a variety of prizes, including the
first place prize - $2,500 cash!
Could these new artists create
songs that might stick? Who knows! But,
this unique contest allows entrants to
display their musical talent and creativity by
writing and composing original music and
lyrics that incorporate this sticky product.

patterns, including camouflage, X-treme
colors, standard silver gray, and an assortment of other solid colors such as black, red,
and blue. For more information on where to
find Duck Tape, go to .
www.ducktapeclub.com.

TOENTER:
Submissions should be sent via U.S. Mail to:
Rock About the Roll Contest
Henkel Consumer Adhesives, Inc.
32150 Just Imagine Drive
Avon, OH44011-1355
Contest Entries may be electronically
submitted by sending an email containing all
required Contest Entry materials to
rockabouttheroll@ducktapeclub.com.
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by Cathy Lynch
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Moving out of the dorms gives both
feelings of excitement and relief. The thought
The Duck brand Duct Tape Rock
of no more 4 am wake up calls as someone
About the Roll Contest, sponsored by
drunkenly stumbles down the hall and slams
Henkel Consumer Adhesives, Inc., will
his door, and no more weekly fire alarms that
award 1st through 3rd place winners with
produce a whole entourage of fire fighters and
cash for their originality and musical skill in
the Novalert squad (which ·usually turns out
incorporating duct tape in their lyrics:
to be a false alarm) were a great relief. But most
• 1st place winner will receive $2,500 cash.
of all, the greatest escape as far as I was con• 2nd place winner will receive $1,000 cash.
cerned was avoiding the mandatory meal plan
• 3rd place winner will receive $500 cash.
at the cafeteria. After all, there are only so many
Ten Honorable Mention Winners will receive grilled chicken breasts one individual can cona year's supply of Duck Tape® valued at
sume.
$180.
· However, after experiencing these
first few weeks living off campus, I have to
HOW TO ENTER:
admit that there are definite advantages to livFor a registration form and official
ing on campus. A definite disadvantage that I
contest rules, interested individuals, duets
discovered quickly is having to wake up that
or groups should visit
extra half an hour early in order to make it to
www.ducktapeclub.com. While the contest
my 8:30 am class on time. Living in the dorms
doesn't start until September 30, 2002, rules
meant only having to allow ten minutes to walk
and contest details are available. Contest
to class after rolling out of bed. When comparticipants will be expected to submit a
muting to an early class it seems as though
song about duct tape with original lyrics and you need to allow ten minutes just for the car
music, along with a photograph of the
in front of you to operate their student ID card
entrant(s). The song must be submitted on a · to lift the parking barrier.
CD, as a .WAV file, or as an mp3. Winners
The aspect I miss the most about the
will be chosen based on a number of criteria . dorms is the social factor. You take for granted
including music skill, originality oflyrics and the fact that you are constantly aware of any
references to duct tape in the lyrics.
events and parties happening on or n!!ar camThe winners will be determined by a panel of pus. You are not able to walk around campus
judges selected by Henkel Consumer
without coming across someone living in your
Adhesives, Inc. Photos and music entries
hall. While living off campus certainly has its
must be received by December 2, 2002:
advantages in terms of privacy in this regard,
Winners will be notified on or about
you also cannot help feeling slightly isolated
December 20, 2002. Winners will be anfrom campus news and happenings.
nounced to the media and will be posted on
Living away from the dorms is defithe website on orabout December 27, 2002, · nitely a great experience. I don't think I could ·
Songs will be available for listening during
. go back to living mth.e dorms after experienc
the contest on www.ducktapeclub.com.
. ing the luxuries of off campus living. However,
Duck brand duct tape is available nationally
I do strongly .believe 'that time spent in the
at such retailers as Ace Hardware,
dorms is very valuable for an all-around col~
TrueValue, Lowe's and Wal-Mart. Duck Tape · lege ewerience.
is available in more than 15 colors and .
·· · ·
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Don't .GoJishing.
Let The Employers Come To You
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Career Services brings you
Campus Recruiting 2002
OCTOBER 10, 2002 -WALGR.EENS
Retail Management -Ilfelview hi.tu
LRITC, Otr:ce ofCm&' Smm-10:00 amto 5:00pm
OCTOBER 11, 2002-WELLSFARGO FINANCIAL

CraiitManager - Int,ntlewing ·
LRITC, Oft"Et ofCareer Smm-10:00 am to 5:00 pm

OCTOBER 15,2002- UNITED 8TATESMwNE CORP
Jnf'omanon Tahle
LRITCLohhy •11:.., to 2:0l\u11.

OCTOBER 18, 1002- FAmFIELD RESORTS
Sus-Intmiw !J,au ·
LRITC, Offi:e ofCareer Smm-10:00 am tt 5:00pm
. OCTOBER 25; 2002- ECKERD DRUG
.Pkmtacmor Pb.nnacy Intern.,,. Intenriew Seau
LRITC, Ofte ofCareer Smm-10:00 am to 5:00pm

FORMOREINFORMATION ORTO PARTICIPATE lNTHE&E
· CAMPUSRECRUfllNGDATESPLEAI: CONTACT .
CAREER ~RVICESAT (954)262-7201 ORE-MA,IL USAT tilE~}DVUDU
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... ·. · Graduate School of Compute~ and lnformati.o n Sci~nc~s

Information Security Specialization
Offered -a t NSUts Graduate School of
Computer and Information Sciences
by NSU Public Affairs
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL-Nova Southeastern University's Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences (SCIS) now offers
specializations in information security for
master's students emolled in its management
information systems or computer information
systems programs.
The specializations, which will begin in the winter term 2003, were developed to address the
rapidly growing global problems of maintaining and securing computer information. Information security has become much more important since September 11 , 2001, and the school
has had many expressions of interest from current and prospective students for greater coverage of this area.
While the options are designed primarily for
students in the SCIS computer information
systems or management information systems

master's programs, individual courses in information security can be taken on a non-degree basis. Courses are available online or on
the main campus in Fort Lauderdale. Each specialization follows a prescribed curriculum,
which requires the completion of two additional courses (42 credits total), as opposed to
the traditional 12 courses (36 credits) required
for the school's master's degrees.
SCIS offers two other master's programs: computer science and computing technology in
education. It also offers Ph.D. programs in computer information systems, computer science,
computing technology in education, information science, and information systems.
For more information about the Graduate
School of Computer and Information Sciences,
or to download brochures and applications,
visit www.scis.nova.edu. Or you may call (800)
986-2247 ext 2005, (954) 262-2005, or send email
to: scisinfo@nova.edu.

Uie your ISU ·Ctttl tor
• it:lentifi<>ati0n

• Utnrary privileges
• Library ,entr;y r&acle.rs
, Parklhg 'facU~ acoess
.• Copier usag~

• Pa.y~ror-print
• Vendint arti:i ft>OEI services

.

JR1TTJILJ:.R2" _(954) 282-8999

"Best Buddies Fun in the Sun" Friendship Party
by Pedro D. Sam
Contributing Writer
OnSeptember21,2002, theBestBud- .
dies organization of Nova Southeastern University held its first even(ofthe school year. .
The mission of Best Buddies is to enhance the
lives of individuals with intellectual disabilities by providing opportunities for one-to-one
friendships andjg!~grated.employment. In this
-- -- --program;coifege students are matclied up with
intellectually disabled residents from the
Broward area. To celebrate friendship, the organization (NSUBB) hosted the "Best Buddies
Fun in the Sun" barbeque party at the Recplex.
At this event, burgers, hot dogs, snacks, and
refreshments were served. In attendance were
those with intellectual disabilities, club members, BB FL program manager Leslie D. Quarles,
BB host site coordinator Pam Romack, and
many NSU students totaling 60+ participants.
Jeff 'The Chef' Bradley, an NSUBB
member, grilled burgers until the moo went
away. Other Best Buddies members like Will
'DJ Snake' Chang and Dave 'Snow- Eh' Landry
played great music at the event. The event
could not have been more perfect than it was.
"I really like my new buddy Carrie; she is so
awesome", said e-board member Candice
Carreno. Best Buddies hopes to promote friendship through many ways, in that everyone
deserves it despite disabilities. As the club

GRE CLASS STARTS: SEPT. 23RD AND OCT. 22ND
GMAT CLASS STARTS: OCT. 16TH
LSAT CLASS STARTS: OCT. 21ST

Call now to reserve your space!

president, I am very proud of all members for
their amazing hard work during this event. I
would like to thank them for having great hearts
for the organization. Best Buddies hopes to
expand awareness and plans to host many
more events throughout the school year, so
expect more fromNSUBB!

KAPLAN
1· 880·KAP ·TES T
kaptest.com

· To Be Or Not To Be Pre-Pharmacy
by Pre-Pharm e-Board

Te$t Prep. Admissions and Guidance. For life.

The Pre-Pharmacy Society was established two years ago by a group of students
who decided to open more doors for interested
and potential pharmacy students. The students
who began this were Leigh Demarco, Julie
Perez, Sabrina Mussari, Cynthia Jean, and
Carmencita Khan. This organization was chartered by Student Government Association in
October 2000. Now, in the year 2002, this organization has grown and has about 30 active
members.
This club focuses on preparing PrePharmacy students or anyone interested in
admission into graduate school, with helpful
information about the Pre-Pharmacy major, and
organized events and activities of interest to
its members. Some of the past activities that
the club has participated in are beach cleanups to provide service hours for its members Affairs, and Kim, the advisor for admissions,
and tours of the NSU pharmacy school.
in the pharmacy program. Both speakers were
An event that the Pre-Pharmacy society has able to give everyone a preview of what is to
planned for November 9, 2002 is the Pace Set- come when applying to pharmacy school and
terwalkthat is going to be held atMetrozoo in what is expected of you when you are in it.
Miami. The goal of the Pace Setter Walk is to
When the time comes for students to
raise money for the education and research of take their entrance exams, the Pre- Pharmacy
Crohn's and Colitis Disease hoping it would society sets up days to help students review
provide the little help that is needed to dis- and prepare for the PCAT test. Professors and
cover the cure.
students teach the review sessions. The PreWe have also had the privilege of Pharmacy society is always looking for new .
guest speakers from pharmacy schools, a phar- faces and input from promising pharmacy mamacist from Walgreens Corporation, and pro- jors. The pre- pharmacy society gives students
fessors from the pharmacy school speak to us . who have a true passion for pharmacy a chance
about what their job is and if we have any ques- to learn more about the profession and to get a
tiofis' ifu;a~k 't hi ih~!R~f:'elitif:~ tw6re!1,i;R!ft0Yd ftfs¥li'ai'fd''i6ok at what it takes to be a pharmaL..invite-·Peggy·Brown, ·the·Director-of-Student--cist.·- ·- - - --~- - - - -

It lives on campus
amongst the plant life....

What is It?

Figure it Out and Win
•• •• •••••••••••••••

, Send your answ~r to
nsunews@nova ..edu
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''Stealing Harvard'' Gets Busted
by Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
I get a call qn a Saturday night from a
great friend, and he's asking me to rock out the
evening and check out a movie. Always in the
mood for fun when I not working.(this is fun, I
don't consider writing a job) or studying, I' m
game. We go to check out "Stealing Harvard,"
which we thought would be a good time and
hilarious. We were half right.
"Stealing Harvard" is the snippet of
John Plurnmer 's (Jason Lee) life at the junction
of some major events. John and his fiancee
have worked for years and saved for a down
payment on a house fo finally marry comfortably without financial problems. The same day,
a promise to pay for his niece's (Tammy
Blanchard) college tuition is back to haunt him.
The girl couldn't spell "tarp" in the fourth grade,
so who would expect her to get into Harvard
to the tune of 30,000 - the exact amount for
the down payment? With the aid of John's
buddy Duff (Tom Green), the shenanigans be_gin iri an attempt to cover his butt and make it
through this ordeal.
I.have two letters, a hyphen, and one
·number for someone who wants to see this
= .. movie: PG-13. Anyone who has seen a movie
_I": fe~tur_~~ Jas.o n Lee_ and directed by Kevi~
· Sm1th;ot'anything with Tom Green before this
· m·oyie, understands that these two men are
usually running as fast as they can, downhill
and away from this rating at all costs. In an

(Center) Director Bruce McCulloch relaxes behind the .scenes with actors (L) Jason Lee and (Far R) Tom
Green on the set of Columbia Pictures/Revolution Studios comedy Stealing Harvard. Photo: Ron Batzdorff

tune of ".Zoolander (which was not directed
by McCulloch):' With ridiculous scenarios,
clever humor, and a ubiquitous off color view
(much like The Kids in the Hall), I had a good
time at "Stealing Harvard." However, as an allout comedy, I would rate this movie as PG > 13
(if you need help with that one: E-m~il me).

early scene, Duff is quoted saying, "I'll kick
the living beejesus out of you." I instantly
turned to my friend to find·out what this movie
was rated. Low and behold the disappointment
continued.
Overall, I give this movie four out of
ten prosthetic limbs. As a tongue-in-cheek satire, director Bruce McCulloch (''The Kids in
the Hall") did a pretty good job, much to the

"

A Belly Flop Into an Empty Pool
trouble she's in from pushing over her sister.
Bradford is definitely not ready for leading role
status and the "supporting" actors didn't do
FORTLAUDERDALE,FL-Igotout . so well in the reinforcementdepartment. This
from work a little early the other day; so, I de- predictable snail-paced yawn of a story is a
cided to check out what's playing at the house shame to the psycho~thriller genre. I can only
of movies across the street. To my dismay, for assume that the makers of this movie assumed
the next two and half-hours, there was only that its audience is either too young to rememone movie I haven't seen. Impatient and anx- ber "Fatal Attraction," or not inventive enough
ious, I reluctantly coughed up the cash flow to care that there is a much better parent to
this bastard of a child.
for "Swimfan."
Overall, this movie gets a two out of
High school senior and future professional swimmer Ben Cronin (Jesse Bradford) ten swim trunks. These points are obtained by
is at the top of his game and on his way higher. my subjective attraction to brunettes (see Shiri
That is until he has a one-nig..'1t stand with the Appleby, star of T.V.'s "Roswell") as Ben
new-girl Madison Bell (Erika Christensen) with Cronin's nai"ve girlfriend). Aside from that, this
movie isn't even a renter. This movie should
some menacing consequences.
I have seen better acting from my take a nice, big, closed-eyed dive into the shaleight-year-old niece trying to get out of the low end. I want my two hours back.

by Dennis Heard
SpyboyXXX@aol.com
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6-9PM
Next to sandy volleyball courts
Free to all
German food and drink
Lots of games & prizes
Festival atmosphere, music & treats
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Annual Miami Law Fair of September 13, 2002
by Casey D'Ambrosio
In the September 11, 2002 issue of between Nova and Miami,
your newspaper, "The Knight," an advertise- within a few thousand dollars
ABA/AALS
ment was published for the Annual Miami Law of each. Listed from most to
Approved
Annual Tuition
Average GPNLSAT
#ll students
Fair at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Miami. I least expensive, the following
NOVA
Yes
$21,000
3.4
151
250-320
attended the Law Fair and would like to dis- prices are annual tuition fees for
MIAMI
Yes
$24,876
3.5 - 155
380
cuss what my research revealed on two law each law school, excluding
schools in South Florida, Nova Southeastern books and other related
University Shepard Broad Law C~nter and the charges: The University ofMi. ·ami School of Law, $24,876, and Nova South- ami offers a multitude of clinical programs and areas. In contrast, the University of Miami
University ofMiami School ofLaw.
. The University ofMiami and N.S.U. eastern University Shepard Broad Law Center, clerkship opportunities for its diverse student School of Law does not require computers
during class; however, computers are availare both approved by the American Bar Asso- $21,000. Based on personal ·interviews with body.
Innovative technology in the library able for use in designated areas on campus.
ciation (ABA) and the Association of Ameri- each of the school's representatives at thtiLaw
In conclusion, based on the substancan Law Schools (AALS) and merit-based Fair, the approximate number of IL students in and classrooms are critical for students to utischolarships are awarded to students who each school are as follows : N.S.U. Law 250- lize during their legal education to facilitate tial research that I have performed on two of
have demonstrated academic excellence on 320, and the University ofMiami 380. In terms learning. Internet access ports in classrooms South Florida's law schools, I have determined
their GPA and LSAT scores. The average of cultural diversity and minority enrollment, and network accessibility to on-line legal re- that NSU Shepard Broad Law Center is my
LSAT and GPA scores for NSU Law students the University ofMiami encompasses an eclec- search programs such as Lexis and Westlaw school of choice. NSU Law has a technologiare 151 LSAT and 3.4 GPA. The University of tic int~rnational student body; it has approxi- are necessary tools when researching a cal advantage over the University of Miami; I
Miami was slightly higher with an average mately 380 IL students of which 54% speak broader array oftopics worldwide. According am in favor ofthe mandatory utilization of comone or more foreign languages, 51 % from out to the National Jurist Magazine, the "most puters within the school's curriculum. AnLSATscoreof155 and GPAof3.5.
wired" law school in the country is NSU other advantage is the geographical factor;
First year law students, also known of state, and 31 % minorities.
Clinical programs and clerking oppor- Shepard Broad Law Center. NSULaw has made attending NSU Law requires the least amount
as lL's, are required to start classes in the Fall
semester. Admission applications for the Fall tunities are vital to law school curricula. NSU computer technology an integral part of learn- of travel time for me. Most importantly, my
semester are to be submitted no later than April, Law offers a Clinical Semester Program with ing. Students at NSU are required to purchase husband is an alumnus ofNSU Law, and his
and financial aid and scholarship applications areas of specialty in family law, alternative dis- and attend class with laptop computers; the accolades of the faculty, the curriculum, and
pute resolution, and personal injury, among school provides all of the features stated his overall lasting impressions persuaded my
submitted no later than February.
The cost of tuition varies slightly many others. Likewise, the University ofMi- above in classrooms, the library, and additional decision.
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Radio X Hears You
by Lee Hatcher
If you've been listening to the radio
in the last few years, you know that it has been
bombarded by the "top 40 syndrome." You
can 't seem to tum that dial far enough to find
a station that plays anything remotely different, unless you get as far on that dial to 88.5
FM. Your radio station, Nova Southeastem's
very own, RadioX, 88.5 FM. Never playing
·quite the same music twice, this eclectic (to
say the very least) mix of music takes you from
reggae, to hip-hop, to punk rock. If you can't
believe such a radio station e~ists, then turn
us on, listen, and find out. We play everythingaltem ative, blues, and techno, just to name a
few more types of music. There seems to be·no
limit to the variety at this radio station. Great
radio stations mix it up for the audience.
So, what is this "Radio X" thing that
I' m going on about? Well this article is dedicated to the freshman. All those who have been
attending a while and aren't aware ofyour campus' radio station ( for shame) I hope you learn
something as well. I guess an introduction
.would be most appropriate for all you first timers out there.

Nova has a radio station (gasp). When did
all this take place, you ask? A while ago:
"Radio X was formed in August 1990
to provide an opportunity for Nova Southeastern University students to gain knowledge and
experience in radio broadcasting. After five
years of negotiations, NSU and the Broward
County School Board agreed upon a contract
allowing NSU Radio X to broadcast on 88.5
FM every night after 7 PM. NSU Radio X began broadcasting on 88.5 FM in September
1998 . During the day, the station broadcasts
through Comcast Cable super audio 92.9 cable
FM.
NSU Radio X focuses on playing cutting edge music, as well as featuring specialty
shows seven days a week Radio X, South
Florida's only college radio station. The statioll'features a weekly local show, showcasing
Florida musical talent. We are a non-commercial, not-for-profit radio station, but we do of-

fer inexpensive and highly effective sponsorships . Radio X has its own broadcasting studios located on the main campus of Nova
Southeastern University, as so noted in our
website. Yes we have a website too ! Modem
technology has aided us in providing you, our
audience, a most wonderful site filled with all
sorts of goodies , so check it out:
www.nsuradio.com. If you just can ' t get
enough of us on the radio, sign up to be a DJ:
no experience is necessary, but you must be a
student at Nova Southeastern University or
an employee at Nova Southeastern University.
If you are, you can stop by the station, located
on the first floor of the Rosenthal building,
and fill out an application. All DJ positions are
voluntary and are not paid.
~ ·
So thats the bare minimum you need
to know about your campus radio station.
That can't be it! I know, you knowledge seeker ·
you, sitting there left unfulfilled even with all
that info that I've given you. Theres gotta be
more! Of course theres more, i( isn 't all fun
and games at the station. We have a terrific
staff that works hard during the week to set
up EVENTS at local CLUBS; we 're working
diligently to get YOU folks great PRIZES. So
ifyou want more info give us a call.or send us
feedback via email. Support your local college radio station, the voice of the student
body.

PAK MAIL
1819 S. University Drive, Davie
"We ship Anything Anywhere"
GOING HOME?
LET PAK MAIL PACK AND SHIP YOUR VALUABLES WITH
CUSTOM PACKING, SHIPPING, UPS AND MUCH MORE AT THE
CORNER OF UNIVERSITY DRIVE AND 1-595 OR CALL USAT
954.577.3054
NO LINES ... NO WAITING
Two Months Free On a One Year Mailbox Rental
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 6:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 2:00 pm
Closed on Sundays
P.S.---Free box for Shipping when you show us your Valid School l.D.
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Hispanic Food Fest
October 10th
7 :30 pm, Mailman 309
Viva Broward
October 11-13

Latin Explosion
Sa turday October 12th
Library Auditorium
Multi Cultural Food Fest/ After Party ·

Every Wednesday Night starting
Wednesday September 4th at 6:30pm

Urban Latino Concert
Bayfront Park
J
.
Sunday October i 3th

$1 gets you 4 cards, a soft drink, a ddp

f~

or candy
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~Doctor is in! ~
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Doctors ore available to toke core of
your child's pediatric needs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Please call for Appointments for:
Illness
School physicals
Routine immunizations
3 board-certified Pediatricians
Most Insurances accepted
Urgent same-day care always available!

Location:
Hours:
Phone:

Sanford L. Ziff Health Care Cent.er
3200 South University Drive & SW 30th Street
9:00 a.rn. - 5:00 p.m. Mon-Fri
954-262-4100
"----.
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NSU ~\~~
NOVA

Heal.th .Profe;sions DivisiQn

SW.Ji11'S1t·ei,t

* Sanf't1rdL. ?lff

Hrnlth Cm:e Qntp;
Uni1,,o;r~t<1Dr

Win friends and influence people! "The Knight" is looking
for qualified undergraduate students with writing and business skills. You could be our copy editor, and earn cash for
proofreading each issue before it goes to press! Or, you
might help us by displaying your prowess as an investigative journalist, or ad salesperson. Call ext 8455 to inquire
about these and other paid positions!

The Honor Court of Nova Southeastern University is seeking applicants for
the position of Student Representative for the Honor Court. The Honor Court
deals with cases involving violations of the Academic Code of Conduct at
NSU. The Court consists of two students, two faculty members, and one
representative of the Administration.
If you would like to serve a two-year term as an Honor Court member, submit,
by October 31st , a resume' accompanied by a one-page statement of interest
and qualifications to: Professor Tim Dixon, Liberal Arts Department, Parker
Bldg. Room 380, NSU Main Campus. The term will begin in January.
One Student Representative and one Student Alternate Representative will be
selected.
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HUMAN SERVICES JOB FAIR 2002
Maltz Building -Center for Psychological Studies - Room 20S7
Wednesday, October 23. 2002, 2 - 6 pm

Full-time Jobs - Internships - Part-time Jobs

'11artino rch_
e Official 1-Cair~resser
Of rci1e Hts. Latin America U.S.A.
Jnvites ff.ova University's 5tui,ents tro
l\ieet with employers from
the Human Services Industry
Dress Professionally & Bring Copies of Your Resume

UH ello· Gor·Beous'; ·Hair Salon
;:3t"LT~~~ t~
1 cPerson With J.D. &. Coupon
tst t'Ci me Only

,...

:~ is,=oLZ:1""6~
CAREER SERVICES
(9~4) 262 - 7201

career@nova.edu
www.nova.edu/cwis/studmtaftairs/career

O)o~el.1 W ~nte~
H1 artim:i Jtot Unly Cuts Hair ......
He Creates 'rhe !ook '1or Your 'lace

Call 'J-or Appointment
954-310-90ll

yourlffi

2853 5. UnirJersity fDr. fDauie, rJ-[. 33328 (South of State O{~. 84)

The Knight
is currently hiring!
Positions Available:

Add a pinch of business, a handful of different cultures, and a
\Vhole lot of fun, and what do you get? A recipe for hot and spicy
SALSA ready for action. Contrary to popular belie(. SALSA is not
a dance. troupe, although we love to boogie down. SALSA is
actually an acronym for Spanish And Latin Student Association.
~/[embers of SALSA participate in trips~ community service}
carqms events and much more. This semester, SALSA 's largest
project is Hispanic Heritage month. Keeping with its mission
SALSA has planed several events during this historical month to
educate the NSU Community about the Hispanic Culture. Some of
the event.; are SALSA dancing lessons, a potluck dinner. and a
closing event entitled 'Latin Explosion'. Hispanic Heritage Month
runs fom1 September 15 - October 15, 2002. For more information
on how to become a member of SALSA please email the SALSA
pr.es.id.mt at" - - - - - - - - -

-Copy Editor
- Staff Writers
- Webmaster
If you are interested in these
paid-positions, please contact
Jason Fraser, Editor-in-Chief
at 954-262-8455
or e-mail nsunews@nova.edu
4,
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Dead Ann Landers
fake letters anc:I advice from beyond the grave

CAMPUS DINING
ANNOUNCES

(t

DearDAL,
How do you tell your boyfriend that he's
horrible in bed? He has absolutely no clue
how to please me.

"All You Can Eat" Dining
.At Rosenthal Student Center

GAAAR!
Have you ever stopped to think that perhaps
YOU are the cause of your terrible sex life?
Last I checked, it took two ( or in some
instances, three or four), to truly get it on in
bed. Rather than flat out telling your man
that he could literally drive to and from 0town in his car -b efore he could get you there
in the sack, try to show him what to do.
When (or if) he does something that makes
you feel good, make him know it! Perhaps
even stop fake moaning to get the whole
process over faster, and moan when he does
something right. It'll dawn on him eventually to repeat those things which make you
feel good.

·,--

DearDAL,
I'm a freshman who moved into the dorms
this year. My roommate is a junior, and I .
guess for this reason, she feels like she can
do whatever she wants. She always watches
the TV (with the volume turned up obnoxiously loud) when I am trying to study or
sleep. Also, she has yet to take out the trash
·even once, or make some sort of effort to
keep our room clean. Since I can't stand to
live in ftlth, I end up doing everything. I feel
like her maid. What should I do?
GAAAAAAAAAR!
Stop letting your roomie push you around.
When she turns on the TV at 4:35 in the
morning to watch Ronco Food Dehydrator
infomercials, tell her to keep the volume on

Mondig Through Fridgv
Breakfast· 7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. ONLY $4.50 + tax
. ..

Lunch · 10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. ONLY $5.60 + tax
Dinner - 3:00 p .m.- 7:00 p.m. ONLY $6.25 + tax

mute. When. she's heading out the door one
day, ask her to grab the trash and dump it. If
she's a big enough bitch to say no to either
of those, perhaps it is time to speak to your
RA. Your RA will most likely sit the two of
you down and work out some compromises.
And if that doesn't work, you can ask to
swap roomies with someone else. Then
again, there is always the silent revenge, like
dropping her toothbrush in the toilet.

Saturdgv & Sundgv
Brunch· 11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m ONLY $5.60 + tax
Dinner· 3:00 p.m.- 7:00 p.m. ONLY $6.25 + tax
Campus Dining is NOT just for students on a meal plan.
Faculty, staff, & graduate students can also enjoy the new,
"All You Can Eat" dining experience at

Rosenthal, Student Center.

DearDAL,
My roommate bas walked in (on more than
one occasion) while my girlfriend and I were
having sex. What shoilld I do?

Sorry, No Take Out Orders.
You11 find an abundant variety of fresh foods prepared
daily from scratch featuring a changing menu of
specialties including:

GAAAAR!

Hand tossed pizza; Asian stir-fry; Grilled sandwiches;
Daily features such as traditional home-style meals;
Fresh cooked pastas with savory sauces;
Hot and hearty traditional and vegetarian soups;
A healthy choice deli and extensive salad bar,
And a large selection of cakes, pies and other sweet treats.

To avoid any future problems, try working
out some sort of code with your roomie. You
could try leaving a rubber band on the door
knob, or maybe write some sort of code word
on a dry erase board on your door. Or, if you
prefer a more direct approach, simply leave a
note on the door stating "GO AWAY, I'M
GETTING LAID." However, try notto sexile your roommate too often. You do both
share the room, so try to find other private
places to do the deed, like the library on a
Friday night.

Campus Dining has a new look and new food options.
We hope you will try us for our value, good food,
· and friendly staff.

NSU Student Health Center
The Sports & Entertainment Law Society,
Hispanic Law Student Association, and Career Development Office from NSU Law School
is proud to present an Evening Panel Lecture on Entertainment
and Sports Law
with special guest speakers such as ...
General Counsel MTV Latin America
Attorney from Universal Music
David Bercuson, Entertainment Attoroey
Louis Tertocha, Chair of Florida Bar EASL Section
The event will take place on Wednesday, October 30th, from 69pm in the Miniaci Performing Arts Center.
Faculty, Staff, and Students from Nova Southeastern University
are welcome to attend! ·
For more information about this event please email

.

.

~

..-<lfways here for 'JO\J. •
Location:

Sanford L. Ziff Health Care Center

3200 South UniYersity Drive
. & S\V 30'.h Street

Hours:

12:00 noon - 7:00 p.m. Mon-Fri

Phone:

262..,4HPD (4473)

• Same day Appol.ntment.s-Ple.ase call ·nrst.!
• Aetna's (Chickering) Student Insurance
and most other Insurances accepted!

0

Nicolette Fontaine, SELS President at fontainen@nsu.law.nova.edu

SVl 30ttiStteet
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Trust Your Health Care
To The Team That Teaches It
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G•t uwol,,ed i.n NS;U

The accreditation review (site of visit) for the
Master of Public Health Program of the College
of Osteopathic Medicine, Nova Southeastern
University is scheduled for November 18-19,
2002. The Council on Education for Public
Health (CEPH) will accept written third party
comments regarding the Program until 30
days before the on site visit, i.e., _p rior to October 18, 2002. If you wish to send comments
to the CEPH you may address your letter to: .
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Stupid Cheaters Never Win
by Jason Fraser
Editor-in-Chief

be just enough time to switch AOL accounts
and write a new e-mail.)

Most ofus have cheated at one time .Mistake 2:
or another in life, whether it was over some- · Calling yourself "Junior" in two separate emails was bad enough; having an e-mail adthing as trivial as a game of checkers, or something as large as graduate school entrance . dress with "Trocher" in it, and then calling
yourselfTrocher in A COMPLETELY DIFFERexams . The trick to not getting caught is to
ENT E-MAIL is definitely stupid. Trocher is
make yourself seem as inconspicuous as posnot exactly the most common name around.
sible . This article isn't intended to be a tutorial of how to succeed at cheating, but ·will
Mistake 3:
show someone who failed at it. M iserably.
Not knowing about e-mail headers. Yes, they
As you may know, we ran a contest
can be read fairly easily, and yes, I could tell
in the last issue concerning press releases.
that the three e-mails were sent from the same
Someone decided to cheat. This person decomputer. Come on people, AOL di.al-up has
cided to take it upon his or herself to send in
dynamic IP addressing; it's not that hard to
three different answers corresponding to all
switch IP addresses.
possible choices, but did it in· such a conspicuous way that even a ten year old would
have recognized it. Here are the three e-mails
,_.
in their entirety:

Mistake 4:
Similar writing styles. Notice the
last sentence in each e-mail was
very similar.
Well Mr. Junior, or Trocher, or
any of the other three names
that the phone numbers reversed to, you are disqualified
from this and any other future
contests on the basis of stupidity.
In the future, all contest entries will have to be sent
from an @nova.edu address .
While not foolproof, it will help
to curb losets like Mr.
Whatevernamelmgoingbytoday from ruining
it for everyone.

'

l
Message 1:
From: Trocher [rest of address deleted]
@aol.com
My name is Junior and I.think that press ·release #1 is the fake article. my phone number
is (305)394-:XXXX.

I

when you can gear up for signlng1up,
·· 'L~t··
te
th. a· t's n1

Message 2:
From: Jargon [rest of address deleted]
@aol.com
Article #2 is the fake article. my name is
XXXXXX Trocher arnJ. pJ10ne,rmmb~r is, ?54- .
965-:XXXX.
}~'

Message 3:
,
From: FantasyRecords [rest of addr~ss de·leted] @aol.com
·
I believe that article number3 is fake in the "is
it real section". This is Junior. My phone number is 305 637 XXXX.
I am home from 3:00-10:00 at night.

...,,.

Mistake 1:
All emails sent within a five minute window.
(Upon further investigation, this appears to
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Greeks at NSU
Aslpha_~PI pa Alpha ..d _ _:_:-1 ~
oron" 7,__ncorperate·
I
__ _:_----- "Service to All Mankind" I
by The Brothers of Alpha Kappa Al- I
pha
I
In 1908,AlphaKappaAlphaSorority !
became America's first Greek-letter organiza- I
tion established by and for Black women. Her I
roots date back to Howard University, Wash.
.
.
mgton, DC, where the idea for format10n was
conceived by Ethel Hedgeman Lyle of St.
Louis, Missouri. She viewed the Sorority as
an instrument for enriching the social and intellectual aspects of college life by providing
mental stimulation through interaction with
friends and associates.

;l
;

I

I
,
.

I
I

I

Through the years, however, Alpha Kappa
Alpha's function has become more complex. !
After her incorporation as a perpetual body in
1913, Alpha Kappa Alpha gradually branched
. h ii
out and b ecame the c hanne l through w h1c \
selected college-trained women improved the
social and economic conditions in their city, !
state, nation and the world. Alpha Kappa Al-

I

----::-ThetdDdt~ Chi Fraternity

The brothers of Theta Delta Chi
would like to welcome returning
students and freshman to Nova
Southeastern University for the
new school year. We started the
year out with a blast. Our Sun
Sp lash pool party was a great
.

.

.

time, and it was mce to see so
many new faces. This iyeekend
we are heading to the Florida
Keys for our retreat. A lot of
·1r th
. b
a 1umm om e 1oca1area Wl 11 e
attending this event, and we are
all excited and ready to have this
retreat. We host a lot of events,
and we will be having a lot of
· ·t1es
· coming
· up fior this
·
ac t1v1
semester. The brothers of Theta
Delta Chi hope to see you there ..

I
I ,...________________.
pha Sorority, Incorporated is a public service I ·

organization that promotes health care, education, economic empowerment, and assistance to the black community; the arts, and
global concerns...

·

.

! Delta Phi Epsilon continued

l
,
i AlphaMuandmanyphilanthropic/community
I service events. Delta Phi Epsilon is proud to
l announce that they had the greatest turnout

Today, that tradition lias continued-interna- ; at "Little Budtlies Day" held by Student Af- ·
tionally, nationally and locally. Alpha Kappa l fairs, compared to other organizations that atAlpha cultivates and encourages high scho- tended this event. Delta Phi Epsilon will also
lastic and ethical standards; promotes unity l be involved in a walk-a-than Oct. 20'\ and will
and friendship among college women; allevi- help the Boys and Girls club paint houses in_
ates problems concerning girls and women; October.
maintains a progressive interest in college life;
Start practicing! Say What Karaoke
and serves all mankind through a nucleus of is back! In November, Delta Phi Epsilon will be
more than 170,000 women in over 900 chapters holding their "Say What Karaoke" event in
in 42 states, West Africa, the Bahamas, the l the flight deck. Contestants will sing, dance,
Virgin Islands, Germany, Bermuda, and Korea. j ~d compete against one another to see who
will come out on top and win various prizes.
On the NSU campus, the interested members , Hope to see you there !
ofAlpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., are supervised by the West Broward Graduate Chapter,
UpsilonXiOmega.Studentsinterestedinmem- j •""'• 1........
bership information can call Rose Merritt at I
(954) 73 1-8436 or Z. Felicia Jordan, Esq. (954)
447-3548.
l
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Deephers in Wonderland
by Shelly Atkinson

Car Wash .Ucln - .21)m at.T~
aao$$· the.street.from Nova~on

The sisters ofDelta Phi Epsilon would
~~
like to congratulate our 17 new members!!!
Congrats to: Adriana Bautista, Mary Brylski,
Katherine Connolly, Beckee Dumas, Amy Van
Dusen, Megan Goff, Jackie Greene, Laura
Guevara, Ana Maria Romany, Linda Tam, Andrea Tambasco, Ibis Vento, Amy Huddleston,
Leslie Estevez, Cherie F arine, Monica Harper,
and Carly Fabrikant, we ar.e excited to have ·
you! D phi E had an outstanding rush and
sends great appreciation to our VP of Recruitment, Jillian Savo and our Rush Coordinator
Anna Howard. We look forward to celebrat.ing the rest of this semester with them, as we
have our sisterhood retreat Oct 5-6th at "Howl
O' Scteam''. in,Busch Gardens. Other upcome
ingev~ntsJnclu4el!- li®dcuff.party:wi1hSXW .a~,.:bz ·····-·. -·· ·- .... , ... -~-·-~... -- -«·~·,.. :;M,.,....

!l.!Xi
.Phi Sigma • ._ . . Phi~. .. t , e ~·~
IQvS, and Girls Club ··tlfld· ~-~ people's homes
(ai'soPniSigma. ~ ' s ~ . ~ aDWerenaaoay
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NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

.

2002 CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE
Date

·"'

October 12

Walt Disney World Classic in Orlando

7:30am

October 18

Stetson Hatter Invitational@ Stetson University

5:00pm

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY .

2002 WOMEN'S SOCCER SCHEDU.LE '

2002 MEN'S SOCCER SCHEDULE

Opponent •
. Palm Beach-Atlantic C:::ollege

*October 15

.·

Time

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

Date

./"~ ·

Opponent

Time

Date,

·

. Time

Opponent .

7:00pm

• *October 12 ·

Eckerd College

7:00pm

·· 4:00pm ·.

*October 19

Rollins College

7:00pm ·

October 19

University ofNorthAlabama

October20

Webber International University · · · 1:00 pm

October22

fl orida Southern Coilege

7:00pm .

· *October 25

Barry University

7:00pm

October25

Alabama Huntsville (AL)

2:30pm

Lenoir Rhyne

3:00prri

October27

Montevallo (AL)

1:00pm

November2

Mars Hill College

6:30pm

*October30

Lynn University

7:00pm

*November6

Lynn University

8:00pm

November2

Florida Institute of Technology

2:00pm

*November9

Flagler College

5:00pm

*November6

Palm Beach Atlantic College

6:00pm

*November9

Flagler College

7:00pm

November 16

NCAA National Tournament

November I

-·--

Head Coach:
Assistant Coach:
Captains: ·

Mike Goodrich .
· Alicia Waag
Dawn Banford, RebeccliHarrison, Jenni McDonough
~.t_

* Denotes home game ·

TBA

-

JoeDePalo
Head Coach:
Assistant Coaches:Leo Vega, Rich Barnard, Dan McNally
Captains:
Carlos Cadena, Jeremy Flint

* Denotes home game

4,

!/)~,f ti,w· .1;,1

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

2002 FALL GOLF SCHEDULE
Men'sFaUToumaments: .

October 25-27, 2002

.Pfeiffer University North Shore Intercolle
giate,NC

November3-5, 2002

Rollins College Invitational, Orlando FL

Women's Fall Tournaments:

October 13-15, 2002

Lenior Rhyne Myrtle Beach Women's
Intercollegiate ·

October 19-21, 2002

Queens College Classic, Charlotte, NC

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

2002 VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent

Time

October 11

Florida Southern College (Moccasin Invitational)

3:00pm

October 11

St. Leo University (Moccasin Invitational)

7:00 pm

October 12

University of Tampa

*October 17

(Moccasin Invitational)

• Northwood University (BCC)

4:00pm
7:00pm

*October 18

Palm Beach Atlantic College (BCC)

7:00pm

October 22

Lynn University

7:00pm

*October 29

Florida Memorial College (BCC)

7:00pm

*November 3

St. Leo University (BCC) -

7:30pm

November 7

- Palm Beach Atlantic College

7:00pm

November 8

Florida Memorial College

7:00pm

November 12

Northwood University

7:00pm

*November 16

Rollins College (BCC)

6:00pm

Head Coach:

Lori Rembe

Assistant Coach: Lisa Rembe

Nova Southeastern University
is pleased to announce the signing of a
management agreement with
Barnes & Noble College Bookstores
to operatethe NSU Bookstore beginning
November 1, 2002.

* Denotes home game

BCC - Home games to be played at George Mayer Gymnasium on the BCC Central
Campus Bldg.# 10
UNS - Home games to be played at the University School Gymnasium

Contribute to The Knight. Send articles to
nsunews@nova.edu or advertisements to
knightad@nova.edu.

If you are a faculty or staff member with
responsibilities for placing textbook
orders, please send us an Email message
at: bkstore@nova.edu.
Barnes & Noble looks forward to ·
providing exceptional setvice·to the
students, faculty, and staff ofNSU.
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Sexual Assault: Cont. from Front Page
and lights at night. It is also good to have a plan for getting out of
an uncomfortable situation.
Another preventative measure is knowing and being
aware of some of the characteristics of a potential rapist. Some
warning signs are someone who abuses alcohol and drugs, someone who keeps touching a woman after she asks him to stop, and
someone who thinks it's normal to be aggressive and violent.
In the event that you become a victim of sexual assault
there are procedures that can be taken to find and prosecute the
offender, and find counseling for yourself. Students are encouraged to report to a university administrator all occurrences of sexual
assault, either violent or acquaintance (date) rape. The staff members in the student affairs, student life, residential life, University
Counseling Center, recreation and wellness, and Public Safety Department are trained and -willing to assist students who become
victims of sexual assault. Time is of the essence: get help immediately!
After the matter is reported to a university administrator
or any other university employee, the victim should seek immediate medical attention. The process is completely controlled by the
victim.
The victim would then be advised to cooperate with the
Public Safety Office in reporting the incident to the state attorney's
office and to local police. The victim has university support and
reasonable confidentiality.
The Women's Resource Institute will assist vi_ctims,
whether student or employee, in finding counseling, The Institute, which is located discretely on campus, allows clients to remain anonymous.
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RE . IN 'HEALTHCARE
Meet f•nilty members, achnlssio• representatives, ami

Health Professions Division

Annual
Open House
Sunday, October 27, 2002
1 :00-4:00 p.m.
Nova Southeastern University
3200 South University Drive
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33328-2018
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NSU

financial aitl aclvisen, and leam ohout our programs. Tours
will begin at ·'I :00 p.m.. and will be given at 15•minvte

intervals.. Special informational 5e$Sions will lM scheduled.,
l :0()..2: 15 p.m.

2:38-3:45 p.m~

• Osteopathic Medicine

• Optometry

. • Phormocy
• Physician Assistant

• Oo.::upationol Therapy

• Physical Therapy

• Biomedical Sciences

• Audiology

• Public Heo!th
• Financial Aid

• Health Science

NOVA
SOUTH EASTERN

UNIVERSITY

~cY\Ct +ht.

e.ta.~·w o~

• Dento! Medfci(le

• Finoncial Aid

for more inf.:>rmotion, please coif toll free 800·356-0026, ext. 1 TO 1,

. or visit our W,eb site al www.nova.edu
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• State of the art language training materials
• The most modem and effective language
teaching techniques
• An energetic and professional group of
language instructors
• Rapid and effective results

f

Courses available in:
• Intensive general English
• TOEFL preparation
• Academic English
• English for .Business
• English for the Health Professions
ALSO:

•
•
•
•

Spanish, French; Portuguese and Italian
"Espaniflo"i Spanish fot children
1ranslation and interpretation services
Corporate language training services

• Materiales de vanguardia para Ja
ensenanza. de idiomas
• Las mas modernas y efectivas tecnicas de
instruccion
• Un grupo de profesores energeticos y
altamente profesionales
• Resultados rapidos y efectivos

Ofrecemos cursos de:
• Ingles intensivo
• Prcparacion para el TOEFL
• Ingles academico
• Ingles para negocios
• Ingles medico
y tambien:
•- Espanol, Portugues, Frances e Italiano
• ''Espanifio", espafiol para nifios
• Servicios profesionales de traduccion e
interpretad6rt
• Programas de idiomas corporativos
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HELP WANTED
SALESMANS DREAM
You will be paid $50.00 for each cell
phone you give away!
www.thetopline.b:lirb 11853
Call(954)439-3910
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Seeking Intelligent, Motivated,
21 to 35 year old Woman
to Donate Eggs to a Loving Family.
Financial Compensation Plus
Free Full Medical Exam
Call Boca Attorney Charlotte
Danciu at 561-392-5445 FL
Bar# 307084

SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!

Discrete Math 5th Edition

The ultimate vacation in Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica,
and more! Packages include airfare,
7nts hotel, FREE FOOD, FREE
DRINKS and 150%LowestPrice
Guarentee! REPS WANTED! Organize
15 friends and get hooked up with 2
FREE TRIPS and VIP treatment! Also
earn extra cash and bonus prizes just
for promoting StudentCity.com !
Call 1-800-293-1445 or e-mail
sales@studentcity.com today!

By Richard Johnsonbaugh
ISBN: 0130890081
Not found in bookstore

For all your marketing needs
www23.brinkster.com/wizarketing

Start your own Fraternity!

~
.
.

SMARTESTPILLS.COM
Campus Rep. Wanted
952-943-2400

.

ZETA BETA TAU IS LOOKING FORMENTO

START A NEW CHAPTER. FOR THOSE WANTING
ACADEMIC SUCCESS, NETWORKING
OPPORTUNITIES AND A CHANCE TO GAIN
FRIENDS IN A NON-PLEDGING BROTHERHOOD
E-MAIL ZBT@ZBTINTERNATIONAL.ORG
OR CALL 1.800.431.9674

employment
merchandise

Shared Accomodation, 2/2 Apt, Sunrise
Blvd and Florida Tumpike,Non~smoker,
Available Immediately
Call 954.587.4719

List Price: $92.00
Buy now for $80.00
(305) 331-8386 ask for Jessica

2l

realty
misc.

Get a manicure in the comfort
of your own home!
Call Jessy at 954-961-7635

Do it for som,eone

you

love

For more information. contact Physicians
Comrnittee for Responsible Medicine

(202,) 686-2210, ext. 306, /'iWlt'. portn,org
r,,oro c:r,coon &sw.. 2000

BRAIDS • LOCKS
WEAVES
East Africatt Hair Villasc
- •· - Natural Hair·

Care·byAnna Mariyam~

•- •-

- When facing cancer,

Specializing in all the latest styles in
natural hair care .. .. .kinky twists,
cornrows, microbraids, silky locks,
lock mainteance ... and much much more.

Meditation Gatherings

Minutes from campus. Reasonable and
affordable:

CALL: 954.797.8009
6191 Orange Dr.

Suite 6173-L
Davie FL 33314

Fraternites • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising ev.ent. Does not involve credit
card applications: Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusiundraiser.com at (888) 9233238, or visit"www.campusfundraiser.com

3911 Davie Blvd • Ft. Lauderdaie Fl 33312
_Bus: (954) 326-3684 Pg: (954) 823-7692

Residential
Mortgages
First Time Homebuyers
Low Money Down

One·fo·One Cancer Counseling for You. Your Fa.mily. Yovr Spirit.

RENTFASTREALTY

Ernntond hanlth moke; nbig differente Jn fighting rnnter. While !he stress you·re feeling i, i,~rledy nomicl, it con muh,

TIREDOFWHOYOULIVE WITH?
WANT ANEW PLACE 10 LIVE ...

PICKUPYOURPHONEANDCALL:
954.605.3393
ASKFORALAN

fighi:ng :cn,er even hu1der. \'lh,(h is why we crnoterl !CAN, the ind\~idool (onrer A;tstunrn

David Shumanis
American Capital Trust
Retail Mortgage Lending
8330 State Road Eighty Four
Davie, FL 33324
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;Jmfossiuno! couns;i!ors sµedn!iy tminetl to ho/µ people rope with 1he unrnrtaintie1 of concer. In a pr!vate ond

,ompo11ioncte selling, you and any memher d you, fomi\ ion moot individuciiy Yilh 10\X coimebrs ond !eom how to
I,,, c-0ftor with ,onrnr. Mr.king !CAN opart ot your troorment he!~s yi;u JWI uµ yuur bell"fight. Am! stengrlH;n 1bs~ 01ound
pu fo1 suppo1t Call !CAN toda~:

1CAN

954-423-2425 ext. 17
(All TOLl•fHE TODAY. t"866-359·1CAN
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October 2002
Campus Programs / Activities Sponsored by the Office of Stu.dent Affairs
P'rogra.1m a.n d Events may be Subj:e.ct to Change
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